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The Face of Local Music - Dan Newitt
by craig eddy

Along Alpine Road: Where the
Buffalo Roamed by Mary Bordi

Dan with
Stacey
and
Cryin'
Shame at
the La
Honda
Fair

A buffalo ranch on Alpine Road in La Honda?
You might be thinking, yeah, right--about as
likely as a golf course or a landing strip. Circle B
Ranch was the location where all three of those
things once were proposed. But the buffalo ranch
was the one that came closest to reality, if only
briefly. It's interesting that as short lived as the
buffalo ranch was, the word buffalo has persisted
through 40 years into the present in legend and
in a street name. (We call 'em roads out here but
someone named this one Buffalo Valley Drive.)
There are probably many versions of the buffalo
legend. For what it's worth, here is mine.
(continued on page 2)

When Dan Newitt finished Grad school in
Champaign, Illinois, he was bound and
determined to not stick around and become a
"Townie" like the other grads. His employer at
the time, Kinkos, was willing to transfer him to
Menlo Park. So music wasn't the reason he
moved west, but once here it didn't take long for
it to become a big part of his California life. Dan
credits family sing-a-longs with Mom on piano
for getting him interested in playing music.
(continued on page 4)

Harvest Dinner 2013 - Farm to
Table*Music*Raffle*Auction
LHEF

Puente Spanish Classes in La Honda
Hola La Honda and Pescadero!
Due to major demand for
Spanish classes in La
Honda, we are offering
two levels at our La
Honda Puente office—
located next to the Post
Office. Everyone is Welcome - as follows:
•
Monday and Wednesday: Beginner Class:
6:30-7:30pm
Start Date and Registration: September 9th
Registration at 5:30pm-6:30pm – Class begins at
6:30pm (continued on page 2)

is proud to announce the 2nd Annual Harvest
Dinner, a farm to table event, which is being held
on Saturday, September 7th in the La Honda
Gardens. Proceeds benefit the La Honda and
Pescadero students' enrichment programs.
(continued on page 2)
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please write in memo the # of tickets / harvest
dinner

Puente Spanish Classes in La Honda
(continued from page 1)

To View Menu click link:
http://www.scribd.com/mobile/doc/155580624#f
ullscreen
To View the Raffle Items click link: (but check
back for updates)
http://www.scribd.com/doc/161551758/List-ofAuction-Raffle-Items-2013
•
Tuesday and Thursday:
Intermediate/Advanced Class: 6:30-7:30pm
Start Date and Registration: September 10th at
Registration 5:30-6:30pm – Class begins at
6:30pm
We are proud to announce that Taruno Vega is
our Spanish instructor. Originally from Buenos
Aires, Argentina and a former volunteer with
Puente, Taruno came to California in 1983 as a
building designer. Taruno has taught Spanish
classes in the past as a tutor and now wishes to
continue helping his community by offering
these Spanish group classes.
This program of 23 classes per level starting in
September and ending with our Graduation Party
on December 4th will be offered at $75 per
person. Please bring payment for the full series
on registration day for your Spanish class level!
If we receive more interest from Pescadero,
Taruno may also teach a class in Pescadero.
Gracias y nos vemos pronto! Call 650-879-1691

To View Pictures click link:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/83705023@N04/?s
aved=1
Along Alpine Road: where the buffalo roamed
(continued from page 1)
Circle B Ranch was located straddling Alpine
Road. The present road to Pescadero Creek Park
runs through part of it. On the other side of
Alpine Road, the sign for Buffalo Valley Drive
marks the location of the old main entrance to
the ranch headquarters where a house and barn
stood near the present location of the lake.

Harvest Dinner 2013 - Farm to Table*Music
*Raffle*Auction (continued from page 1)
Come Celebrate with Us!!!
The La Honda School Garden Tour is open
between 3 - 4:30pm.
The Harvest Dinner begins promptly at 5pm. We
have arranged an amazing menu that is served
family style at your table. Delightful
entertainment by Heather Scarlett Rose and
Bundy Browne, and a generous raffle / silent
auction. We Hope to See You There for This
Lovely Evening!!

Mowing a Crop of Oat Hay in the field where a
riding rink is currently located, c. 1971

***Limited Seating Available***
We apologize but we cannot guarantee any seats
will be offered at the door

The B in Circle B has nothing to do with the
buffalo (which are technically American bison or
Bison bison, not buffalo--just so you know).
During the 1950s the property was owned by
Lawrence Baleri, a grocer from Palo Alto. He
called his ranch Circle B but did not live there.

For more information and to purchase your
tickets, please go to www.lahondaschools.org
Tickets $75
Or mail your check to LHEF PO Box 53, La
Honda, CA 94020
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He had it farmed to supply oat hay for his horses
in Los Altos.

But the buffalo kept roaming. Apparently the
electric fence wasn't working very well. The
Sheriff's Department sent out their helicopter
time after time to "help" when the buffalo
escaped. I can't count the times that locals would
round a turn on Alpine Road to be faced with the
herd of buffalo trotting back to South Dakota.

In the early '60s Baleri sold to Associated Land
Industries (ALI), a group of Peninsula investors
who planned to hold the land and sell when it
appreciated in value. It seems that these types of
investors dream big and not just about realizing a
return on their investment. ALI engaged a golf
course architect to look over the property (his
verdict was that, yes, a golf course could be
constructed). ALI also had roads bulldozed to
access remote areas of the property and cleared
off a semi-flat wooded area with an eye to a
landing strip for small planes. They had big
plans for when the huge reservoir that was to
inundate much of today's Pescadero Creek Park
became a reality. The dreams of the ALI
investors did not come to pass and neither did
the reservoir, so they split the property into the
several parcels allowed by the zoning regulations
of that era and sold it to another group of
investors. Although it may have appeared that
different groups of people had purchased the
property, all the parcels were being managed by
the same General Partner who was also attending
to an additional splitting up of these parcels into
"ranchettes". Live Oak Ranchettes, Alpine
Valley Ranchettes, Montebello Ranchettes, Deer
Trail Ranchettes, Indian Valley Ranchettes and
(finally, here it is!) Buffalo Valley Ranchettes
would be split into two to four parcels each for a
total of 23 homesites.

A neighbor couple put much planning into their
wedding at their house on Alpine Road,
complete with an old fashioned barn dance for
the reception. With little place to park besides
the shoulder, guest's cars were lined up all along
the road. As we were departing, what happened
to be stampeding up the road, through the parked
cars and past surprised guests but the buffalo. An
interesting sight for city folk and I'm sure some
of them thought it was just part of the old time
wedding reception.
The article I've been quoting concluded,
"...Colombi and his investment group are betting
that buffalo will become popular in San Mateo
County once they've grown accustomed to our
way of life." Apparently they never did grow
accustomed. I'm not certain when they left or
how. One day it occurred to me that we hadn't
seen them in a while and the helicopter hadn't
been buzzing Alpine Road.
The old Circle B barn burned in August of 1974
when (according to a news article) some of the
"buffalo ranch hands" were camping in it. The
ranchettes were developed and sold. But the
buffalo story persisted and has become a legend.

Local residents were not happy with the slicing
and dicing of property in the area but that will
not be dealt with in this article.

One interesting turn of events for Buffalo Valley,
besides the street sign, is that in later years the
owners of one of the properties also bought the
adjoining property when it came on the market
and tore the house down to bring back the open
space. A reverse split?

It's not clear whether the ranchette investors
were also funding the buffalo, but the manager
and spokesman for the buffalo was the General
Partner for all the ranchettes, Gerald Colombi.
The buffalo came from South Dakota to become
"San Mateo County's first buffalo herd" They
were pastured on 20 acres of Horseshoe Ranch
(which adjoined "Alpine Valley Ranchettes")
where they were to be contained by an electric
fence. The first of a proposed 400 animals were a
bull and five cows with calves. A newspaper
article at the time said 12 more were on the way
(but I'm not sure they ever got there since the
herd never seemed that large). Eventually they
were to become an "attraction" and an
"educational experience for school children".
And then there was the production of buffalo
meat.

Circle B Barn, c. 1968
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classic Country, some new Americana, and with
a bit of Southern Rock thrown in. That band is
currently working on their first recording. Dan
plays all of the local venues and festivals with
his various bands. You can find out more about
Dan and his bands on Facebook. Checkout
Pathetichoney.com as well as Thecowlicks.com
and see Cryin' Shame on Facebook.

The Face of Local Music - Dan Newitt
(continued from page 1)
Trumpet was the first of
his many different
instruments, but the one he
stuck with first was the
Sousaphone. Dan did the
whole marching band thing
and actually loved it. At around 13 years old he
got a guitar from his brother. He and some
friends got an offer of a gig so they then formed
a band, wrote 15 songs and practiced once. He
got in trouble by his folks at the rehearsal and
got grounded so they couldn't do the gig. He got
into a few other bands during high school and
college mostly doing punk rock. One of his first
bands was known as Scarred for Life. In college
the music became a bit more artsy, free form and
experimental with The Mango Zowies. Once in
California Dan didn't know anyone to play with
so he was doing the solo singer-songwriter open
mic thing when someone suggested going to the
High Sierra Music Festival. There he met Dave
Packer who Dan gives most of the credit for
introducing him to the people he plays with nowa-days. At Dave P's urging, Dan checked out the
Strawberry Music Festival and started playing
more Bluegrass and acoustic music. Dan says he
would love more than anything to get his hands
on a Sousaphone and take it to the jams at
Strawberry. I wanna see that!! Dan credits his
late friend Ted Kratter as a major influence and
mentor. Boy we miss Ted! Dan played for
awhile with Bay Area Bluegrass band Strung
Over. These days Dan is in demand as a singer as
well as serious guitar and mandolin player. It
doesn't matter what type of music, Dan can do it
all. Ripping it up on electric guitar or singing a
sweet ballad while playing Bluegrass mandolin
Dan can cover it. He is playing in several bands
these days. Each band is quite different than the
next. Pathetic Honey, Cryin' Shame, The
Cowlicks, Mountain Men and Them Rounders
are all professional level bands covering styles
from Rock to Country to Bluegrass. Pathetic
Honey just put out their first CD and it's a great
one! Dan feels that Pathetic Honey had to reign
themselves in and get away from jamming and
improvising to put out a CD but now that they
have finished the recording project he expects
more of the loose organic stuff to happen. His
favorite gig was the album release party at The
Devil's Canyon Brewery. What Dan likes about
Cryin' Shame is the fact that it is usually a trio
and focuses on really great vocals with Stacey
Erdman. Dan says Cryin' Shame is a bit of

Senior Information And Referral
Service Comes to La Honda!
HMB's Senior Coastsiders in
partnership with Puente (a
community organization
serving La Honda,
Pescadero, Loma Mar and
San Gregorio) is delighted to
announce new local "information and referral"
hours at Puente’s La Honda office, 8865 La
Honda Road, La Honda, CA 94020 beginning
September. The office will provide information
about services and resources for adults 55+ and
will also host speakers to address the different
concerns individuals may have as they age (ie.
physical and mental health, loss, financial
security and end of life planning). Lynnette
Vega, a professional in the aging field with a 30
year background working with older adults and
adults with disabilities, will staff the office -- and
she looks forward to bringing this service to her
community. The office will be open on the
fourth Saturday of the month from 10AM-2PM
and by appointment. On Saturday, September
28th at 10AM, Ms. Vega will provide a short
presentation, "Meeting the Growing Needs of the
Older Adult in Your Life". For more
information, please contact her at
lahondalynnette@earthlink.net.

Happy Birthday Vicki
Love,
Fred
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But during August, the color is red. Poison Oak
is at its glory, turning the hillsides a glorious
rusty red. The fallen leaves cover the ground like
a red carpet.
About half way, you will pass a collapsed
plywood structure, that must have some secret
tales to tell. I would love to know, but only have
suspicions. A little further, there is a short
decline to the second aluminum bridge. This
section is fairly steep and, wet or dry, it is easy
to lose footing. Go carefully. The climb up the
other side is also quite steep and a little slippery
when wet, with a step up over a fallen tree, and
then crossing a shallow trickling waterway. After
that, it gets much easier passing through
dramatic moss covered trees. A fallen gigantic,
stark white Buckeye tree lies peacefully beside
the path, creating a sunny opening in the canopy.
After crossing this trickling water way a second
time, a major point of interest appears suddenly,
a Buckeye tree with a massive burly base. It
takes on a grumpy old-man-of-the-woods
appearance and is worth the whole hike.
The last bridge is substantial, bolted wood with
broad tread, surrounded by sword ferns. As you
get closer to the top, the trail curves around a
massive based Bay Laurel tree, casting a deep
dark shadow. At the next rise, a deer trail leads
to the left under some very ancient Oaks with
long massive arms spreading across a grassy
field. But the actual trails goes to the right and
skirts this lovely quiet place. At this point, the
plant growth has changed a bit to more open
shrubbery with fewer large trees. There are a
couple look-outs to the right, where you can see
down into the San Gregorio watershed, the hills
and ridges all the way to the ocean.
Meandering through open shrubbery and into the
sun, the trail
finally
reaches the
maintenance
road.
Turning
right leads
back to
Granny
Flats Reservoir and the descent back to
civilization. A left turn takes you to the
Woodhams Creek water collection Spring Box.
This is our main water source, flowing all year.
Next time, we will take that hike.
Possibly, the best, first time approach would be
to ascend the Reservoir Road and descend
Brian’s Trail, it would be a bit easier. And do not
forget water, always take water on a hike!

Brian's Trail (Roquena Trail)
by Denis Shaw
Across
from the
water
tanks at
the top
of
Roquena
Drive is
the trail
head for
Brian’s Trail. Even though it feels like an
extension of Roquena Drive, and originally
referred to as Roquena Trail, it has become
known a Brian’s Trail, thanks to Brian Simon’s
efforts years ago. He took on the task, discussing
it with the Guild Board and getting approval,
scoping and laying out the actual trail, plus doing
hard labor constructing the trail. After years of
Sunday mornings, along with a continually
growing and changing group of volunteers to
help...an amazing and ambitious project came to
life. It is a long meandering trail, which takes
about 45 minutes to climb through Oak and Bay
forests, along a ridge, crossing three small
bridges, and five trickling waterways. It is
energetic to climb, but a joy and a thrill to
descend, ask any mountain biker.
Yes, the trail was made with mountain bikes in
mind, so the switchbacks are well braced and
graded. It is, of course, for hikers as well, but not
for horses, please. There are steep, narrow
places, and bridges horses cannot cross. Two of
the three bridges are aluminum, with a weight
limit, so only one person should cross at a time.
They are narrow and 6 feet above the creek bed.
Don’t look down if you are afraid of heights.
Starting out, the trail parallels the creek, cool and
shady. Early on, there is a simple bench to sit for
viewing and listening to the water in the creek.
There is a section just after the bench that is
slightly damp most of the year though very wet
in the winter months. It is slowly moving into the
creek each rainy season. A wooden walkway has
been constructed to get through this part, and is
often changing with the land flow.
Just before the first aluminum bridge there is a
trail that leads off to the left to one of our
concrete water collection boxes. It is always
pleasant to see our water system at work.
Back on the trail, crossing the bridge, you will
begin the steepest climb, zigzagging back and
forth across the hillside. During the rainy season,
there are always mushrooms here and there, and
early spring brings all the woodland wildflowers.
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Attention students wanting to get community
service hours: this volunteer work qualifies!
Please bring your school form with you when
you come.

Be a Part of Healthy Community
Today!
In collaboration with
Stanford University
students, in the
months of September,
October and November, Puente will be
conducting a survey of La Honda and South
Coast residents. The survey is completely
voluntary and confidential, and your
participation will help us have a more accurate
representation of this community and its
demographics. The information we gather will
also influence the hours and services offered by a
forthcoming mobile health clinic that we hope
will be arriving early 2014. In order for the
mobile health clinic to succeed, we need to know
what hours are most convenient and what
services are most needed by the community
members.

San Gregorio Environmental Resource Center
(SGERC) is proud to have been site captains for
Coastal Cleanup Day at San Gregorio Beach
since 2003. SGERC has also assisted in cleanup
efforts at Pomponio and Tunitas Creek. The
organization has also adopted a stretch of
highway along Highway 84, keeping that area
clean of trash since 2007. To find out more about
SGERC, visit their website at sgerc.org.

We will be conducting this survey in community
meeting places such as the Post Office and will
also be going door-to-door to collect the
information. Our goal is 100% of community
participation. In order to help us with that goal,
please keep an eye out for our survey team and
thank you in advance for your cooperation!

Repair Work Begins On San Mateo
County Tsunami Warning System
(excerpt:http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/
2013/08/13/repair-work-begins-on-san-mateocounty-tsunami-warning-system/)
"Repair work has
begun on eight
sirens posted
along the San
Mateo County
coast that are
designed to alert
residents in the
event of a tsunami, a sheriff’s spokeswoman said
Tuesday. During a routine test of the tsunami
warning system last Wednesday, only three of
the eight sirens along 30 miles of coastline
between Pacifica and Pescadero functioned
properly, San Mateo County Sheriff
spokeswoman Rebecca Rosenblatt said...The
repair project is expected to be completed by
Sept. 4, when another test of the warning system
is scheduled..."

Coastal Cleanup Day
by Kathleen Dickey
Part of the 400 pounds of trash collected at San
Gregorio Beach at Last year’s Coastal Cleanup
Day. It included 6 right shoes and a rather
tattered poster of a Hindu god, among other more
mundane items.

This year, the Coastal Cleanup day will be the
first day of fall, Saturday, September 21st, 2013
from 9 am – noon. Parking has always been free
for cleanup volunteers. Bring sturdy shoes or
boots, layered clothing, sunscreen, and the whole
family! We encourage bringing reusable water
bottles, heavy gloves and plastic buckets for
pickup. We’ll have plenty of supplies on hand, as
well. To find out more, please visit the website
http://flowstobay.org/cs_cleanup_participate.php

Zumba Classes
Reminder:
Puente
Zumba
classes
in La Honda - every Wednesday 5-6pm in the
multi room of La Honda Elementary School
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and, wanting to “set the tone for the rest of my
life”, bicycled 1200 miles in the Fall of 1973
from Utah to Palo Alto, afterwards hitching back
to Logan to get his car, laden with his few life’s
possessions at that point. In response to the
question, why did you come to California, he
remembers reading (in Time Magazine?) in the
1970’s a characterization something like
“Everything loose just rolls downhill to
California.”
He is editor/designer/
publisher of
“Unbroken Line,” a
book-length narrative
and pictorial account
of his father’s WWII
combat engineer unit
in the infamous
Battle of The Bulge.
Augmenting the research, he applied skills in
cartography, graphic design and photo editing,
book design, and book publishing. It was a labor
of love, of son for father, and also his way of
honoring and preserving the collective memories
and sacrifices of one of the best documented
Units of the war.

John Radford’s Retirement
by Terry Adams
John Radford’s mountain-driving and literatureproffering mileage of the last 28 years as our
INTREPID BOOKMOBILE PILOT has
outdistanced that of Ken Kesey and Neal
Cassidy! His retirement September 14th ends his
unique witness to the literary foibles and
preferences of the last three decades in our
storied town. His quiet and attentive book-side
manner has helped readers of all ages find the
library materials which change our lives and
tickle our innards. He has been at it long enough
to have served two or even three generations of
local patrons as well as having sadly seen the
passing away of a few long-time patrons.
A true La Hondan in many ways, he has lived in
the same group-shared house on in Skylonda for
36 years, where he crafted his own living
quarters out of a dirt-floor basement. Persisting
in his handiness, John provided design
guidelines, and created some of the actual
woodwork in the current, Cummins-Diesel
based, Bookmobile. He characterizes himself as
“Not a bookish person, but one who loves
learning,” for whom a Library is life blood.

He is an inventor, a “can’t put it down” kind of
guy. Retirement will allow him to develop his
inventing and publishing ideas. Additionally, he
will continue his 24-year stint of poker in
Pescadero, dealing and bluffing with the likes of
“Three-Fingered-Bill.” He will backpack and
create computer graphics, but recently, he
decided to give up skateboarding (ask his coworkers about this).

John was a longtime friend and visitor of bygone La Hondans, “Upper” Bob White, and
Elena Fiant, and others, and has walked the
watershed and local streets here for years, off
and on since 1974.
Having no children of his own, some of his
fondest memories of his Bookmobile career are
of the youngsters he has encountered, especially
those in the LH/P school system and the “Moon
Ridge” community, south of Half Moon Bay,
where every trip a gaggle of kids with bookbags
swarms the vehicle, as they might a self-serve ice
cream truck.

His long career has paced many changes in
library and information systems, but he testifies
that “… the human, personal contact, side of
learning will go on, and books will always be
here somehow, even though now it looks like
even CDs will soon be obsolete.”

Pre-Bookmobile, he spent 12-years (1973-1985)
in the free-lance building trades here in the
mountains, where, like many of us, he “
Estimated like a Pro, and worked like an Artist,”
which paved the way for what he calls a “career
of voluntary poverty,” in which he has never
worked fulltime, leaving plenty of time for High
Sierra treks.

Whatever the fate of Public Libraries generally
in this age of rapid changes in media, he sees the
continued commitment of San Mateo County to
Bookmobile service to the core areas of La
Honda and Pescadero. Indeed, Bookmobile has
increased its range and services of late. So John
rests (or not), assured that his many fine and
memorable Bookmobile friends and
acquaintances from over the years will see a
continuity of service they deserve, as he wanders
off into the wild or into the workshop or onto the
Internet (after sleeping in late).

John has an MA in Botany from the University
of North Carolina, and an “All-But-Dissertation”
PhD from Utah State in Logan Utah, in “Systems
Ecology” (Ecosystem computer modeling). For
a number of reasons, he abandoned that endeavor
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by La Honda master woodworker James Adams
of salvaged wood, offered as an incentive award.
Cottonwood says he will try to get “99 Jobs” into
local bookstores and on Amazon and e-books.

La Honda Novelist Kickstarts Book
Based on Blog
(excerpt from http://www.hmbreview.com/
books/handyman-handy-at-literature/
article_c0448af6-0508-11e3-85db001a4bcf887a.html by By Stacy Trevenon)

Making Western Saddles to Order
(excerpt from http://www.almanacnews.com
/news/show_story.php?id=14153 by Dave
Boyce)
"If the guiding hand of natural selection had
shaped horses specifically to carry people, their
evolution would have included soft seating areas
on their backs and ribs curved in such a way that
a rider's legs could get a secure grip. But horses
continue to be built for a life of running free on
the open plain, thus providing gainful
employment to saddle makers like Jim Milbrath
of La Honda.
Now in his seventh
year of his second
career, in which he
spends his days in a
one-room shop deep in
the woods of the
western slopes of the
Santa Cruz mountains,
Mr. Milbrath has
designed and built 19
saddles.
A plain custom-made
saddle from Mr. Milbrath's shop at Backroad
Saddlery takes from five to eight weeks to
assemble and runs $2,600 for unadorned leather.
With elaborate carving on the leather, metal
adornments and other decorations added in,
$4,500 is not unusual, Mr. Milbrath says. At a
rate of fewer than three saddles a year, living in
splendid isolation in La Honda cannot be done
through the making of saddles alone, and it is
not. Mr. Milbrath is married to a registered
nurse/supervisor in a pediatric urgent care clinic.
She also has a position at a pediatric surgical
center in a nearby children's hospital...Go to
backroadsaddlery.com for more information.

' “Most of my
working life I’ve
worn a tool belt,”
says 35-year La
Honda resident Joe
Cottonwood, who
built a career as a
contractor doing
small-home repairs.
“Repairing homes, I
meet people — the
zany and the sober, the poor and the insanely
rich.”…“You can meet them, too, from
professional clowns to Nobel Prize winners,
from con men to software zillionaires,” he added.
“I’d like to share my own story as well.”
He is doing that through “99 Jobs: Blood, Sweat
& Houses,” his latest book in progress. He is
turning to Kickstarter for help in reaching his
goal of $3,999 to cover half the cost of
professional editing, design and production.
He cringes at the thought of asking friends or
strangers for money. “Most writers are
introverts,” he said, “I’ve been self-publishing
since before it was cool,” starting in 1973 with
two self-published novels and a book of poetry.
In the 1980s he published poetry in six
anthologies self-published by the then-La Honda
Poets. Going into the 1990s, six novels for both
adult and children followed with major
publishers including Dell, Delacorte and
Scholastic. Now, “I’m indie again, right back
where I started. It feels like home.”...He vows
that, “I’ll try to stay alive and fully-fingered until
the project is complete,” noting that “99 Jobs”
includes anecdotes about falling off ladders,
getting bitten by a tarantula, electrocuting
himself, getting attacked by “a mob” of
umbrella-wielding ladies, having a tree fall on
his house and more — all woven together by
common threads: Everyone’s sink backs up or
lights go out.
His 31-day Kickstarter funding period runs
through Sept. 6. To make a pledge, go to
kickstarter.com and search for Joe
Cottonwood. Pledges of amounts of $15 or more
will bring, besides the book, a bookmark made

Honor Camp Runaway Turns Self in
A 16-year-old boy walked away from the Log
Cabin Ranch School in La Honda and went
back to his family’s home in San Francisco.
After making the 40-mile trek home, the
teenager had a change of heart after talking to his
grandma. A judge is expected to determine
whether the 16-year-old runaway will face
further punishment for running away.
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"Pescadero - The first people to call the Central
Coast home have completed their first deal to
preserve their homeland for eternity.
The Tribal Land Trust, a still-nascent effort of
Amah Mutsun Tribal Band of the Ohlone people,
announced Thursday it is taking over a
conservation deal on nearly 100 coastal acres
near the site of a significant ancestral village. It
is the first of what the tribe hopes will be many
agreements to protect important sites around the
Monterey Bay…Still unrecognized by the federal
government, present-day Amah Mutsun are
descendants of two bands of the Ohlone, natives
of the Central Coast. They are the San Benitoarea Mutsun and the Santa Cruz-area Awaswas...
The 96 acres preserved by the deal are south of
Costanoa Lodge. A
conservation
easement is being
transferred to the
Tribal Land Trust
from the American
Land Conservancy,
which has been
transferring
easements to local
conservation
groups..."
Replica of an Ohlone dwelling

Riders Press Equine uses at Driscoll
Ranch
(excerpt from http://www.hmbreview.com
/news/riders-press-equine-uses-at-driscollranch/article_66c755f0-05d8-11e3-a782001a4bcf887a.html by Mark Noack)
"Equestrians
are mounting
pressure on
open-space
officials to
continue the
tradition of
horse
exhibitions,
training events and rodeos at Driscoll Ranch in
San Gregorio. The Driscoll family’s lease for the
318-acre property and event center is due to
sunset in November, and afterward the property
will be turned over to the Midpeninsula Regional
Open Space District. Last month, about 35 horse
enthusiasts rallied to an MROSD meeting to
discuss the future of the Driscoll center,
officially known as the Driscoll Orchard...For
now, one final rodeo is scheduled at the Driscoll
property. The Golden State Gay Rodeo
Association is scheduled to go forward with the
“Best Buck in the Bay” rodeo on Sept. 21-22..."

Crews Resurface Section of La Honda
Road

Bookmobile Time Change
Starting September 17th the times for the
Tuesday Bookmobile will be changing
Sept 17; Oct1,15,29; Nov 5.19; Dec 3.17
12:30-2:00 PM at the La Honda Market

(excerpt from http://www.almanacnews.com/
news/show_story.php?id=14272)
"Work crews are to begin
resurfacing a nine-mile
section of La Honda Road
(Highway 84) between
Friars Lane and Pescadero
Road starting on Monday,
Aug. 26. With the
cooperation of the weather,
the project should be complete by Nov. 15,
according to the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans). Construction hours are
Monday through Friday, from 7 p.m. to 3 p.m..."

50th Annual Kings Mountain Art Fair
August 31, September 1 and 2, 2013
10 am - 5 pm
http://www.kingsmountainartfair.org/
The Kings Mountain Art Fair is an annual event,
held every Labor Day weekend. The Art Fair
benefits the Kings Mountain Volunteer Fire
Brigade and other community activities,
including the Kings Mountain Elementary
School, and is staffed completely by volunteers
from the local community.

Ohlone Amah Mutsun Tribe Lands
First Land Preservation Agreement

Known for its stunning location among the
redwoods and for its unique and varied artists
(selected by jury), the Kings Mountain Art Fair
celebrates 50 years of art and ambiance. Come
visit!
Fair admission and parking are free.

(excerpt from
http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/news/ci_2392
1882/amah-mutsun-tribe-lands-first-landpreservation-agreement by Jason Hoppin)
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The Country Market is open:
Mon-Fri 7am-8pm and Sat/Sun 8am-8pm
The Market has new signature pizzas or create
your own. Get a pizza from noon until 7 pm

Gail Hafelfinger, CRS
Broker Associate
BRE Lic #01338252
650-996-5354 (direct) /
www.gailhafel.com

Dante Razzini
Realtor
BRE Lic #01087277
650-868-2593
Recent Sales in La Honda:
170 Recreation Drive, $904,863
381 Woodland Vista, $749,000
302 Scenic Drive, $455,000
137 Shelden Road, $420,500
251 Roquena Drive, $390,000
10
206 Laguna Drive, $365,000
281 Cuesta Real, $375,000
Intero Real Estate did not participate in all of these sales.

LEARNING STRATEGIES
HAVE YOUR CHILD WORK ON ACADEMICS
IN-HOME TUTORING
SPECIAL REDUCED LA HONDA RATES
READING/WRITING PROGRAMS,
SCHOOL HOMEWORK COACHING,
VERBAL TEST PREP FOR ISEE, SSAT, OR SAT
ESSAY AND APPLICATION HELP
FOR MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL, AND COLLEGE

Victoria Skinner, Director, Learning Strategies
phone/fax (650) 747-9651
victoriaskinner@creative-learning-strategies.com
www.creative-learning-strategies.com

Dog Days can provide personal at-home or out-n-about lessons,
group classes for all levels, small group outings combining training,
exercising & socializing, dog assisted therapy, it is a member of Delta
11
Society and Assn of Pet Dog Trainers
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